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About This Game

Sakura MMO #2 is the direct sequel to Sakura MMO. Viola’s story continues in the magical land of Asaph!

Less than a month prior, Viola was a lawyer bored with her life, who lived in Japan. Her only form of escape was the popular
MMO, Asaph Online – but after a shocking turn of events, Viola finds herself transported inside her favorite game!

In Asaph, Viola recruits several cute girls to her party, including the devout maid Neve, the easygoing thief Fion, and the
righteous knight Eleri. Together, Viola’s party explore Asaph, taking on quests and defeating monsters.

Though Viola enjoys her days in Asaph, which are filled with fun and excitement, she can’t help but feel that something is
missing. Who summoned her to Asaph, and for what reason? Will she ever be able to return to Japan – and does she really want

to?

Find out in this exciting sequel full of mysteries, fight scenes, and (most importantly of all) cute girls in skimpy outfits!
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Viola is the heroine of the story who has been living in Asaph for little over a month.

In Japan, she’s an ordinary human woman called Kotone… but, in Asaph, she’s a powerful dark witch with frightening abilities.
She’s notorious throughout Asaph, and strikes fear into the hearts of her enemies.

An incorrigible sadist, she enjoys inflicting pain on others – particularly cute girls. She does, however, have a soft side, and she’s
very protective of her allies.

Neve is Viola’s loyal maid, who serves Viola dilligently. Neve sees Viola as some kind of savior, and she would give her life to
her mistress in a heartbeat.

At a glance, Neve appears to be a serious, hard-working woman… and while that is true, she’s deeply possessive and jealous to a
fault. She dislikes it when Viola flirts with other girls, and she wishes her mistress would look at her, and only at her…!

Neve also has a quick temper, which – coupled with her extensive knowledge of magical spells – can make her a dangerous
person to deal with. All the same, she would never, under any circumstances, hurt Viola. She loves her far too much.

Fion is a sly thief who spent many years of her life living on the streets, stealing scraps of food and begging for coins. She has
no compunctions about lying – and, in fact, that is how she first met Viola.

This crafty girl took Viola in with sob stories about a sad, impoverished childhood, and then proceeded to rob her… but Viola
tracked Fion down and punished her accordingly.

Now, Fion is a member of Viola’s party. She’s a lot more cheerful and upbeat than Neve and Eleri, which can make her pleasant
company – but she adamantly refuses to act in a ladylike manner, or wear sensible clothes.

Fion can be a bit of a handful, but she’s well-meaning, and has a heart of gold.

Eleri is a noble knight who believes deeply in playing fair, and will never try to take advantage of her opponents – often to her
own detriment.

Though Eleri seems cool and competent, she gets flustered quite easily, and reacts poorly to being teased. She’s quite fun to
bully, really – and Viola often derives pleasure from her embarrassed reactions.

Though Neve and Fion believe Eleri to be a resident of Asaph, much like them, she actually comes from Japan, much like
Viola. Eleri was brought to Asaph in the same way Viola was, and now the pair of them are working together to see if they can

return home.
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Aislinn is a young lady who lives in the city of Lynton. Her family, the Chastains, are one of the two families that governs the
city and its people – but Aislinn is woefully unequipped for the task.

The young lady’s parents died when she was very young, leaving behind their family home, expensive bits of jewelry, and
cripppling debts.

Aislinn is unsure of how to support herself and her household, let alone the people, and it hardly helps that her maid, Aoife,
coddled her so much in her youth. Aislinn desperately needs somebody to help her manage the burdens heaped upon her

shoulders – but could it already be too late?

- continue to explore Asaph Online
- get to know new companions

- available in Chinese
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Good graphics atmospheric game.. Creepy, disturbing, unique, very short.
Must the be only VR game where you never really feel comfortable. Once you get used to one area the next one is even more ...
interesting.
Great sound design.
Looking forward to new chapters!. Being that this game is still in devolpment it is fairly in depth and fun rouge like game to
play. after nearly 8 hours of play i reach lv 22 before dieing... (permadeath was on) but none the less it is an amazing game for
the price point.. Too much of randomness per step.

At first moment the game feels like interesting and intriguing. Then success rules became clear after 2-3 attempts. And then you
still have to repeat, repeat and repeat to get a right chance to move further. So finally it feels very boring, like grinding ...

This disillusionment was so strong that Tharsis became a 2nd refund over last 10 years.. my favorite game - i love it! :). The
game starts as a quite goodish escape puzzle, but eventually displays a number of unforgivable flaws : some hotspots do not give
user any feedback while all the others do. That makes the game unsolvable via logic and ruins the whole point of puzzling.. This
game is epic, it is the most fun for your money. The game play is great. Starting the game can be quite hard as you must avoid
all pirates but as the game goes on it becomes more and more fun as you battle through the story. go for mods to start then buy a
new ship later. iz rly gud for dps i gess get it naow. Its about time. This is one of the most enjoyable games I play, and its such a
simple concept. Its well done and thought out. I enjoy talking to the developer during his open discussions as well as just in a
friendly chat. I am installing now and will update this if it is not, as I expect, more great gameplay.
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great for a run of the old times. I've discovered that spending $10 dollars on a Starbucks latte and a pack of chicken nuggets
provides an experience which is more entertaining and more satisfying than this game.

On the surface, the concept of this game looks good. Turn-based space combat...what can go wrong?

The reality is that the gameplay is extremely repetitive, with no customization, no real strategy, no tactical options, and no depth
whatsoever.

The concepts employed here would make for a solid hex-style board game, but for a video game, they fall painfully flat. There
is no tutorial of any kind to introduce the player to the game-world (leaving the player immediately immersed in a two-
dimensional unbranded universe), with the occasionally commentary scene provided as pure filler. The little snippets of story
mean absolutely nothing in the experience of gameplay.

....Getting down to the mechanics, under this thin veneer of a unique game-universe... The regular combat structure lacks any
imagination, with just three basic combat techniques (lasers, missles, and AoE missiles) and a handful of special options. The
mini-game required to aquire the crystals used for the special attacks grow old fast and are not worth the time or effort. The
mothership battle card-based minigame is completely random and a defeat doesn't actually end the game---It really doesn't make
much sense.... nor does the "search for life" mini-game, which has the same mechanics as the crystal hunting mini-game and no
impact on the game itself. All of the mechanics of these gameplay elements are filler-pieces.

I've been very disappointed by PC sci-fi games in general... for the past 18 months, high-end "finished projects" were released
in less-than-beta state (i.e. Sword of the Stars II---which to K and his team, was meticulously repaired and improved over the
course of the following year), not to mention the painfully incomplete Legends of Pegasus, which set a new low for sci-fi titles
(and bankrupted the studio which produced it). Spaceforce Constellations, sadly, is clearly a complete product (unlike the other
aforementioned bombs), and it does actually work---no bugs, no hangups, no crashes, no leaks... but the complete product is a
mono-dimensional waste of time---and in full 1920 HD, the combat scenes looks terrible.

As another commenter suggested, if this game were to be flushed extensively with variety----ship design options, ship
equipment options to change both ship aesthetics and functional load-outs, a research tree to develop new equipment with which
to customize those ships, and actual decision-moments in the game to shape the direction and outcome of this incredibly generic
story (i.e. developing alliances with multiple plot-directions), perhaps this could be evolved into an experience worth playing.
Such advancements would require a lot of effort and still might not be worth the price of a latte and chicken nuggets, unless the
constellation-filler became more substantial than the mechanically separated chicken preferred by McDonalds for their tastey
treats.

(If this developer has any sense, they would slim the game down and release it for free as a flash game. On the other hand, I've
played better flash games than this.). Oh holy \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, holy \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, I HAVE MADE A
TERRIBLE MISTAKE.. This is the first point and click game that made me want to throw my computer off of a bridge in sheer
frustration, so it's got that going for it.. Two thumbs up for the minecart levels. One thumb down for bad cloud support (the
clouds in world five are no fun and cloud save support seems to be missing).
All in all a very competent platformer, tight mechanics and great level design.. These aren't chiptunes- too many channels are
used, the sound is too clean, and it feels more like techno. If you're looking for 8-bit sounds, this is NOT for you. The sound
effect collection, however, would work for a 16-bit game (even though the music wouldn't).. I really liked the mobile game. It
reamains one of the best indie games I've played to date. This version is literally just a direct upgrade. Upgraded art style and
upgraded design. My only complaint is that the game is impossible with only a mouse and keyboard. The controls are clunky and
hard to complete with speed. If you use a controller, the game is even better than the mobile version.. Celica, CElica, CELICA,
so easy to drive...and that turbo wirl :))) Maserati is a joy to push hard, the rest you have to try yourself .... very pleasing pack
handling\/audio...a JOY :)
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